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Wow!  What another amazing Science Week here at Heamoor!  

 

Red Class have been looking at minibeasts this 
term and have enjoyed bug hunting and making 
observations about froglets and lots of lovely 

creatures they have found.  In Science Week, they 
looked at newts too – wow! Lots of fascinating 
discussions about living things around them! 

 

Orange Class have looked at plants and have been 
trying to recognise and name local flora including  
roses, stinging nettles, buttercups and cow parsley.  
They have completed lots of writing based on plants 

too.  Well done, Orange! 

 

Yellow Class have made homes for bugs in Science 
Week!  They discussed material 

choices, what the animals 
might need and how best to create a home for their 

chosen animals to enjoy.  They also completed    
mini-dens outside and made healthy snacks! 

 

Green Class looked at muscles in 
Science Week and discussed the 
names of muscles as well as 

their function in human     
movement.  They predicted what 

muscles would be used for different activities and then 
tested their predictions.  They also classified animals 

and looked at what nutrients are found in food! 

 



 

Indigo Class looked at life cycles, how 
things grow old and plants. They spent 
time questioning and discussing as well 
as recording their ideas and research.  
They also showed life cycles through  
pictures by creating stills of different 
stages of their chosen life cycles.     

Fantastic! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Violet Class spent the week discussing 
growing and changing.  They looked at 
how the heart functions and tested their 

heart rate by racing around the     
playground! Phew – what exhausting          

experimenting!  

 

Questions?  
All week the children were also tasked with asking as 

many interesting, different and thought-provoking      
Scientific questions.  It was a tough decision but the 

winners of the Science prizes for Biology Week 2018 (and 
their questions were): 

 

Ella What is skin made of? 

Connor How was the world made? 

Sophia Why don’t fish freeze? 

Charlie Is the acid in the stomach of a fish as strong as the acid 

Izzy How many types of birds are there? 

Layla Why do we have different eyes colours? 


